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Extremely flexible and versatile, KTS Cloud RFID Management System  
has industry-specific benefits for businesses that implement this solution.

Laundry: 
 z Reduce textile losses and 
make accurate decisions 
regarding stock refreshment

 z Gain real-time visibility over 
your textile inventory

 z Monitor and track the 
textiles usage level in an 
accurate way

 z Save on labor costs
 z Accurate and reliable info 
on your laundry cycle 
(collection of soiled items, 
sorting, deliveries, etc)

 z Make real-time operational 
and business decisions

 z No need for heavy 
investments in IT&C 
infrastructure and 
knowledge.

Healthcare:
 z A necessary tool to ensure 
compliance with existing 
standards (EN 14065) for 
biocontamination control. 

 z Reduce Time and Cost to 
Manage the medical textiles

 z Quick installation with no 
major investments or IT&C 
knowledge needed.

 z Accurate information on 
textile items. Know where 
your textiles are at any time.

 z Share and deliver the textile 
articles by departments.

 z Easily monitor the valid 
time of action of the biocide 
impregnated on textiles.

 z No need for large investments 
in IT&C infrastructure and 
knowledge

Hospitality:
 z Reduce textile losses and 
make accurate decisions 
regarding stock refreshment.

 z Optimize operations in your 
housekeeping department 
and reduce linen 
management labor costs.

 z Accurate information on 
textile items. Know where 
your textiles are at any time.

 z Calculate your cost-efficiency 
and ROI with high accuracy.

 z No need for major 
investments in IT&C 
infrastructure and 
knowledge.



At KTS RFID, we bring together RFID Hardware and Software products and capabilities as 
complete RFID solutions to successfully identify, track, inventory and secure textiles and 
related items.

We address our solutions to:

To address these businesses in the simplest, easiest yet efficient way, we developed  
KTS Cloud RFID Management System, an IoT real-time management solution, 
based on RFID technology, combining textile management software, RFID tags and 
reading devices, and Microsoft Cloud services to identify, track and manage linen 
and textile assets.

Laundry Businesses:
 Commercial & On-Premises Laundry Units 
processing textile articles belonging to 
their clients;

 Laundry Units that provide textile rental  
services to their clients.

End Users:
 Hospitals, Medical Centres, Clinics, Elderly Houses which need to identify and monitor 
their textile assets, mops, and other cleaning cloths.

 Hotels, Spa Centres, Accommodation, and Leisure Units that maintain textiles on their 
own or in external Laundry Units.

 Companies needing to track and inventory their workwear.

As a Cloud-based solution, the KTS Cloud RFID Management System comes 
with unbeatable advantages:

KTS Cloud RFID Management System combines original KTS RFID tags  RFID Reading 
Devices, safe Data Storage and Processing Media, and high-performing Software Suites,  
creating an integrated system that allows the efficient identification, traceability, security, 
and inventory of textiles.

It has never been easier to have visibility over your textile inventory, anywhere, anytime.  
KTS Cloud App provides real-time analytics and reports for the optimization of your 
business operations:

No investment 
burden on IT&C own resources

Immediate installation 
with no need for advanced IT&C skills.

Data security 
is professionally ensured and with no need 
for major investments.

It’s possible to work offline: 
KTS CLOUD gives you the possibility 
to work offline, with data security and 
synchronization when possible. In case of 
an unstable internet connection, you can 
opt for pre-set synchronization sessions.

Advantages of server-based solutions, 
now in the Cloud: 
you can verify the accuracy and 
correctness of the RFID scans locally, 
with no need to collect data in Cloud 
beforehand.

Flexibility & outstanding versatility: 
the same RFID Reading Device can play 
any role in the textiles’ flow in the laundry 
by accessing the specific software 
modules.

24/7 monitoring 
and technical support.

 Clean Textiles Report  

 Soiled Textiles Report  

 Items in processing phase  

 Inventory  

 Wear Level Report  

 Delivery Notes  

 Delivery Confirmation from Client 
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